
Dr. C. Norman Shealy of Shealy Wellness to be
Featured on CUTV News Radio
FAIRGROVE, MISSOURI, UNITED
STATES, January 5, 2018
/EINPresswire.com/ -- CUTV News Radio
today announced it will feature renowned
physician Dr. C. Norman Shealy in a
four-part interview series hosted by Doug
Llewelyn on January 9th and January
23rd at 2pm EST and with Jim Masters
on January 16th and January 30th at
2pm EST.

Dr. C. Norman Shealy is the world’s
leading expert in natural chronic pain
relief solutions and the first physician to
specialize in the resolution of chronic
pain. A pioneer in developing safe and
effective treatments for chronic pain, Dr.
Shealy is considered the father of
modern pain medicine. He is the inventor
of both spinal cord stimulation and the
TENS unit, which revolutionized the
treatment of pain and remain the
standard for managing chronic pain
worldwide. In 1974, Dr. Shealy
established Shealy Wellness to complement his frequent lectures on alternative pain treatments. 

“There's only one purpose in life: to help other people,” says Dr. Shealy. “But it all begins at home. If
you don't help yourself, take care of yourself, then you won’t have anything left over to give other
people.”

To that end, Dr. Shealy has expanded his practice beyond the scope of physical pain to address
psychological pain like anxiety, depression and addiction through electromagnetic field therapy. 

“Curing an addict is in my experience harder than any other psychological problem,” says Dr. Shealy.
“I consider our newest discovery of the use of specific pulse electromagnetic field therapy to be
potentially the most important discovery of my life.”

According to Dr. Shealy, using a chakra sweep pulse electromagnetic field device puts the brain
immediately into gamma frequency. Gamma is the optimal creativity of the brain, that feeling when
you’re in the zone.

“The interesting thing is that gamma frequency is missing from every single person with any disease,
but especially people who are depressed or anxious or drug addicts,” says Dr. Shealy. “We have done

http://www.einpresswire.com


this on enough people to prove
unequivocally that no matter how
depressed you are, it almost instantly
produces gamma activity and make
people feel good.”

Now 85, Dr. Shealy remains among the
most forward-thinking physicians.
Recently, Dr. Shealy passed the torch to
Dr. Sergei Sorin to serve as medical
director for Shealy Wellness and
continue its legacy.

“Growing up I wanted a brother and
never had one,” says Dr. Shealy. “Dr.
Sorin is the closest to a soul brother I've
ever met in this life. I know I can trust
him. I looked for 40 years to find the right
physician. I'm training him in the
philosophy that I've developed over the
last 45 years.”

Listen to the show on BlogTalkRadio.

If you have a question for our guest, call
(347) 996-3389.

For more information on Dr. Norm
Shealy, visit www.normshealy.com
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